INTRODUCTION
============

Minimal residual disease (MRD) monitoring has proven to be one of the most substantial independent prognostic factors in patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) \[[@ref1], [@ref2]\]. MRD monitoring is defined as any approach---including cytogenetics, flow cytometry, PCR-based tools, and high throughput sequencing methods---aimed at detecting and possibly quantifying residual tumor cells beyond the sensitivity level of cytomorphology. To be informative, MRD assays for ALL should allow for the detection of 1 leukemic cell among 100,000 normal cells or more in virtually all patients. Currently, standardized methods for studying MRD in ALL are multi-parametric flow cytometry (MFC) of leukemia-associated immunophenotypes (LAIP), and more so, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification-based methods that use leukemia-specific (fusion gene transcripts) or patient-specific \[immunoglobulin/T-cell receptor (*IG*/*TCR*) gene rearrangements\] molecular markers \[[@ref3]-[@ref8]\]. These methods allow for the detection of a single leukemic cell among several normal cells. MRD monitoring based on *IG*/*TCR* gene recombinations has been standardized and is widely used \[[@ref4],[@ref9]-[@ref12]\].

*IG* and *TCR* recombinations occur in the early stages of B-cell and T-cell development. As a consequence, each lymphoid cell contains unique V(D)J recombinations resulting from random coupling between one of several possible V, (D), and J genes, as well as the imprecise joining of gene segments and the addition of nucleotides to the DNA sequence at splice sites. Thus, identical recombinations reflect the clonal nature of a population, rather than being derived from independent cells. Monitoring *IG*/*TCR*-based MRD in ALL involves a step-by-step analysis of V(D)J DNA recombinations in lymphoblasts and their subsequent detection, with very high sensitivity, during follow-up. Rapid progression in next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have enabled highly sensitive cancer genomic testing in clinical laboratories, and NGS-based clonal *IG* and *TCR* rearrangement assays have already been tried for MRD monitoring of ALL \[[@ref13]-[@ref22]\]. In this review, we describe various tests to detect MRD, with an emphasis on the importance of developing sensitive systems for improving diagnostic workups and MRD assessments.

METHODOLOGIES FOR MRD DETECTION
===============================

Source of material for MRD evaluation
-------------------------------------

In the past, it has been debated if peripheral blood (PB), rather than bone marrow (BM), could be used for MRD monitoring, regardless of the technique used (MFC or PCR). In fact, in B-ALL, MRD levels tend to be 1--3 logs lower in PB than in BM \[[@ref23], [@ref24]\], and blood analyses cannot replace bone marrow assessments. T-lineage ALL MRD assessments are typically carried out on BM samples.

Timepoint of MRD assessment
---------------------------

MRD is a time point--dependent variable. MRD levels at different time points have different prognostic values for relapse: early MRD assessment identifies patients with a rapid tumor clearance and a very low risk of relapse, whereas any persisting MRD at the end of consolidation therapy is associated with a particularly poor prognosis.

Multi-parametric flow cytometry analysis
----------------------------------------

This approach takes advantage of the presence of protein antigens in the nucleus, cytoplasm, or surface of the cell, which are sequentially acquired during normal cell development. The LAIP must be identified at diagnosis, before any therapy is carried out for each ALL case, by comparing the marker profile of leukemia cells to reference bone marrow samples. Marker profile comparisons are achieved through various combinations of monoclonal antibodies against surface, cytoplasmic, or nuclear leukocyte antigens. A second approach is represented by the so-called "different from normal (DFN)" analysis, which identifies leukemic blasts by recognizing immunophenotypic changes with respect to a normal counterpart population (either hematopoietic progenitors of similar lineage and maturational stage) through the evaluation of antigenic pattern expressions \[[@ref25], [@ref26]\]. At present, the most commonly used MFC panels comprise 6--8 monoclonal antibody (MoAb) combinations. The refinement of MFC has required a parallel advancement in hardware, software, and reagents.

Flow cytometry can be successfully applied to the majority of cases (\>90%) and can reach a sensitivity of 10^-4^. Flow cytometry analysis is quick, and can produce MRD evaluations in only a few hours, and is, therefore, also useful to assess the therapeutic response following the first 2 induction weeks \[[@ref27], [@ref28]\]. However, some limitations do exist, such as the fact that samples must be analyzed immediately after collection to avoid cell death, a problem that arises when shipment is required for the centralized evaluation of MRD referral laboratories. Furthermore, a) post-induction regeneration of normal lymphoid cells co-expressing some ALL-type antigens can lead to false-positive results in B-ALL cases, b) the bone marrow sample hypocellularity and, in some patients, a phenotypic shift can induce erroneous or difficult interpretations \[[@ref29]\]. The EuroFlow Consortium has optimized and standardized immunostaining protocols for the diagnosis, classification, and prognostic subclassification of hematologic malignancies as well as for the detection of MRD during the clinical follow-up. However, experienced operators are still needed to correctly evaluate MRD results \[[@ref30], [@ref31]\].

Molecular analysis with antigen-receptor gene rearrangements
------------------------------------------------------------

The most commonly used technique is the molecular study-based approach of antigen-receptor gene rearrangements, i.e., *IG*/*TCR* gene rearrangements. The study of *IG*/*TCR* gene rearrangements has become the most sensitive method to assess the clonality of a lymphoid expansion. Although *IG* rearrangements are mostly found in B-cells, and *TCR* rearrangements in T-lymphocytes, both B-lineage and T-lineage leukemic cells can display cross-lineage rearrangements, which can be used for MRD evaluation \[[@ref9], [@ref32]\]. To identify these molecular markers at diagnosis, genomic DNA derived from leukemic cells need to undergo a PCR amplification process, where positive PCR products are then analyzed by heteroduplex or gene scan \[[@ref33]\] to establish clonality. Subsequently, clonal PCR fragments undergo Sanger sequencing to define the junctional regions and to obtain complementary allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO)-primers for MRD monitoring, which is typically performed by real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR). Amplification conditions and sensitivity testing for each ASO primer is established by serially diluting the diagnostic material in normal mononuclear cells. This qPCR protocol combined with fluorescently labeled probes allows for the detection of up to 1 leukemic cell in 100,000 (10^-5^) normal lymphoid cells, and leukemia cell dilutions are therefore used to quantify MRD in bone marrow samples collected during treatment \[[@ref34]\]. This technology can generate at least 1 single sensitive molecular probe suitable for MRD analysis in over 90% of pediatric \[[@ref4]\] and adult \[[@ref2], [@ref35]\] ALL patients. *IG*/*TCR* gene rearrangement analysis is the most widely applied method for MRD detection and has been extensively standardized by the EuroMRD Consortium (previously known as European Study Group-ESG-MRD-ALL). Furthermore, the EuroMRD Consortium is responsible for establishing guidelines for the analysis and interpretation of qPCR data \[[@ref36], [@ref37]\], allowing for a favorable homogeneous application of MRD studies within different treatment protocols for childhood and adult ALL. Overall, it is not possible to perform qPCR-based MRD assessments in approximately 5--10% of ALL cases. Another limitation of this approach is represented by the clonal evolution of *IG*/*TCR* rearrangement patterns during the course of the disease and at relapse, which can sometimes occur in cases with oligoclonal rearrangements leading to false-negative MRD results \[[@ref38]\]. These events depend on the type of marker, disease, and time to relapse (i.e., early or late relapse). The amount of diagnostic DNA is another problematic factor for this type of MRD assessment because diagnostic DNA is needed for each MRD experiment, as well as for the detection of *IG*/*TCR* clonal rearrangements, which quantifies the relationship to the tumor load at diagnosis. Finally, qPCR is not able to precisely define the amount of residual disease in cases where the disease burden is very low. Cases with low MRD levels are defined as "positive-not-quantifiable" (PNQ), and their identification currently represents a primary unmet need for clinical utility when treatment decisions are based on MRD monitoring.

Molecular analysis with fusion transcripts
------------------------------------------

Another method for molecular MRD detection and monitoring is based on fusion transcript analysis. Overall, more than 40% of ALL patients carry chromosomal translocations that generate chimeric transcripts. These are potentially ideal targets for MRD assessment \[[@ref39]\], since they are critical primary events that are expressed in all leukemic cells, and are incredibly stable during the course of the disease. Within B-lineage ALL, the most common translocation detected in adult cases is the Philadelphia translocation (Ph), also called the Philadelphia chromosome, leading to the breakpoint cluster region-Abelson murine leukemia viral oncogene homolog 1 (*BCR-ABL1*) rearrangement (25--30% of cases). The frequency of the *BCR-ABL1* rearrangement increases with age, being detected in approximately 50% of cases in those above the age of 50 years. At variance, the most common chimeric transcript in pediatric patients is represented by ETS variant transcription factor 6-Runt-related transcription factor 1 (*ETV6-RUNX1*), which accounts for 25--30% of childhood ALL. Other fusion transcripts are Lysine methyltransferase 2A-AF4/FMR2 family member 1 (*KMT2A-AFF1*) and Transcription factor 3-Pre-B-cell leukemia transcription factor 1 (*TCF3-PBX1*) each accounting for 3--8% of cases, regardless of age. Infants (i.e., \<1 yr) carry a *KMT2A* gene rearrangement in 80% of cases. In T-ALL, T-cell acute lymphocytic leukemia 1 (*TAL1*) deletions \[SCL interrupting locus (*SIL*)/*TAL1*\] occur in about 20% of T-ALL. Other rarer translocations in T-ALL involve the *ABL1* gene; for example, Nucleoporin (*NUP*)/*ABL1*, Echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 1 (*EML1*)/*ABL1*, and *ETV6*/*ABL1*. Due to the majority of these chromosomal abnormalities have a prognostic value, their detection must be performed in all cases at diagnosis \[[@ref8],[@ref40]-[@ref43]\] so that each patient can be monitored for MRD using a predefined marker throughout the course of the disease. Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is the optimal starting material to detect these lesions, allowing for the use of a small number of quantitative reverse transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR) assays. This offers the opportunity to apply the same primer set to all patients bearing the same translocation, leading to an easy and rapid fusion transcript evaluation at diagnosis and during treatment \[[@ref39]\]. Quantification of the fusion gene using RNA samples is achieved by comparing the amplified product to a standard curve derived from the amplification of serial dilutions of a cell line or plasmid DNA (i.e., *BCR-ABL1*+). This highly sensitive MRD assay is capable of detecting up to 1 leukemic cell within 100,000 (10^-5^) normal lymphoid cells. Moreover, it is not patient-specific, is relatively easy to perform, and is not expensive.

Next-generation flow cytometry
------------------------------

The novel next generation flow (NGF)-MRD approach takes advantage of innovative tools and procedures recently developed by the EuroFlow Consortium for sample preparation, antibody combinations (including choice of type of antibody and fluorochrome), and identification of B-ALL pathways in the BM, which allows to define the degree of immunophenotypic deviation of B-ALL cells from normal B-cell precursors (also in regenerating BM). Additionally, for T-ALL, a comparable strategy is used to obtain reliable (evidence-based) antibody combinations, in order to discriminate from various types of normal T-cells and other cells with cross-lineage marker expression \[[@ref44], [@ref45]\].

NGF-MRD is faster, reproducible, and has greater applicability (\>95%) compared to molecular based MRD detection. Moreover, the costs of reagents and assays are estimated to be lower than those of NGS. NGF-MRD reaches a sensitivity close to 10^-6^, while conventional flow tools reach sensitivities in the range of 10^-4^--10^-5^. The higher sensitivity of NGF-MRD is mostly due to the use of standardized approaches, including instrument setting, sample processing with bulk lysis procedure, immunostaining, data acquisition, and data analysis with standardized (even automated) gating strategies for definition of cell populations \[[@ref46]\]. However, the acquisition of a large number of cells is needed to reach the required sensitivity. In the forthcoming decade, new flow technologies will improve the applicability and specificity of flow MRD measurements.

Digital-droplet-PCR
-------------------

The digital PCR technology (ddPCR) has the potential to overcome the limitations of qPCR. DdPCR is the third-generation implementation of conventional PCR that allows the quantification of nucleic acid targets without the need of calibration curves \[[@ref47], [@ref48]\]. As reported in several studies \[[@ref49], [@ref50]\], based on the dynamic nature of the two methods, ddPCR appears to be more accurate than qPCR since: i) each sample is partitioned in droplets and each droplet is analyzed individually, ii) small changes in fluorescence intensity are more readily detected, and iii) the ratio between target DNA molecules to PCR reagents is substantially higher; his increases its amplification efficiency. Finally, the presence of inhibitors negatively affects qPCR efficiency but not that of ddPCR.

The ddPCR technology has been applied to various fields of medical diagnostics, in particular in molecular oncology \[[@ref47]-[@ref51]\], in prenatal diagnosis, and in hematologic malignancies \[[@ref47],[@ref52]-[@ref55]\] that are available in the literature. These studies have established analytical parameters to investigate the applicability of ddPCR for MRD detection and concluded that ddPCR has a sensitivity, accuracy, and reproducibility at least comparable to that of qPCR. Regarding MRD evaluations, some discordances have been observed at very low disease levels; in this setting, ddPCR showed an excellent analytical performance to quantify those low positive samples defined as PNQ by qPCR or to identify the false MRD+ cases. Recently, the clinical significance of ddPCR has been reported in a pediatric cohort of ALL patients \[[@ref21]\]. Nevertheless, no established guidelines for ddPCR MRD analysis and interpretation have so far been defined. A major standardization effort is underway within the EuroMRD Consortium.

Next generation sequencing
--------------------------

Several groups have shown the value of NGS technologies for MRD detection in precursor and mature B-cell tumors \[[@ref13]-[@ref18],[@ref56]-[@ref58]\]. NGS can be used to detect clone-specific *IG*/*TCR* index sequences; clonal sequences detected at diagnosis can be re-detected and quantified in each follow-up sample. By using universal primers, this method allows for monitoring all *IG*/*TCR* gene rearrangements concertedly, providing a complete picture not only of the residual leukemia but also of the normal immune repertoire \[[@ref17]\].

Sensitivity is a critical aspect of MRD detection. Methods allowing a sensitivity higher than 10^-5^ (routinely achieved by qPCR) might be of interest to identify very low-level diseases. Studies using the NGS platform in ALL and chronic lymphocytic leukemia have demonstrated that a sensitivity level of 10^-6^ \[[@ref59]\], is achievable when higher amounts of DNA are used. This is reflected in the possibility of detecting early clonal evolution, a relatively frequent occurrence in relapsed ALL \[[@ref60]\].

Many authors have reported that NGS appears to be more specific than qPCR in predicting relapse in ALL patients after induction \[[@ref17]\] as well as after allogenic SCT \[[@ref61]\]. A comparative MRD analysis between qPCR and NGS showed within the Berlin Frankfurt Münster (BFM) trials a change in the stratification risk, mainly due to different interpretations of the two techniques within low-positive samples \[[@ref62]\]. The NGS quantitative discrimination is always superimposable to the sensitivity, whilst the qPCR quantitative range is usually inferior to the sensitivity threshold leading to cases which are defined as PNQ, as previously described \[[@ref59]\].

However, NGS has a substantial intrinsic complexity and involves major costs. Furthermore, current robust and broadly applicable NGS-based MRD standardized protocols are still not available in academic laboratories. The Euroclonality-NGS Consortium is working to standardize guidelines for analysis and data interpretation. DdPCR and NGS appear to be feasible and attractive alternative methods for MRD assessment that can help to more precisely classify cases that qPCR is unable to detect or quantify.

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF MRD
============================

Correct interpretation of MRD results
-------------------------------------

Like other quantitative methods, MRD quantification techniques have a lower limit of detection and a lower limit of quantification. Therefore, MRD negativity is not synonymous with the absence of residual disease, which is why several authors use the term "measurable residual disease" instead of "minimal residual disease." The sensitivity of measurements is determined by the particular technique, and the amount of cell correlates analyzed. Current treatment protocols require a sensitivity of at least 10^-4^. Some recent studies have shown that the use of commercial approaches for NGS MRD detection claim to reach sensitivities down to 10^-7^ \[[@ref63]\]. However, it is important to note that the amount of input DNA is crucial for reaching a particular sensitivity. This often represents a serious limitation in the aplastic samples during treatment \[[@ref1]\]. An MRD assessment using 100,000 cells can never reach a sensitivity of 10^-6^, even if the readout suggests that it did. It seems that *IG*/*TCR* and *BCR-ABL1* MRD may provide distinct insights into MRD kinetics of different leukemic subpopulations in response to tyrosine kinase inhibitors, chemotherapy, SCT, and possibly immunotherapies.

To allow for a correct interpretation of MRD results, the MRD report must provide information on the MRD technique used, MRD markers, theoretical limit of detection, and limit of quantification of the assay.

MRD in the setting of chemotherapy
----------------------------------

The clinical impact of MRD is now widely accepted and is regarded today as the most important prognostic factor in the state-of-the-art management of ALL. MRD can provide different information, according to the timing in which it is performed (very early during treatment, after induction/consolidation, and before and after SCT) and, more recently, it can be refined by the evaluation of additional genomic markers.

The initial MRD response to therapy is a relevant prognostic factor in both childhood and adult ALL \[[@ref2]\]; indeed, MRD negativity at very early time points during induction therapy correlates with a particularly excellent outcome both in childhood and adult ALL, and is indicative of a high sensitivity to chemotherapy. The first pivotal study on molecular MRD analysis was carried out by the German Multicenter Study Group for Adult ALL (GMALL) on a large cohort of Ph-patients with standard-risk and high-risk features (N=580) that showed that the molecular response to standard induction and consolidation treatment was the only significant prognostic factor for remission duration and survival in both risk groups \[[@ref64]\]. These data have been confirmed by other groups, regardless of the cut-off values, MRD technique, the timing of MRD analysis, and the target patient population chosen.

MRD and stem cell transplantation
---------------------------------

As mentioned, MRD after induction/early consolidation is the most critical decision-making parameter for an allogeneic transplant. A recent meta-analysis on 21 published reports, including over 2,000 patients, confirmed that a pre-transplant positive MRD is a significant negative predictor of relapse-free survival (RFS), event-free survival (EFS), and OS; as expected, a positive MRD prior to transplant was not associated with a higher rate of non-relapse mortality \[[@ref65]\]. Therefore, these results show that MRD evaluation before transplant is extremely useful for treatment intensification since we can offer the opportunity to adequately use immunotherapeutic compounds (e.g., blinatumomab, inotuzumab, and in the future possibly CAR-T cells) aimed at obtaining an MRD negative status.

With regard to the post-transplant setting, MRD monitoring has been much less frequently used after SCT, primarily due to that donor chimerism monitoring provides an alternative for early relapse detection. Nevertheless, it has been shown that an *IG*/*TCR*-based MRD assessment allowed for earlier and more specific detection of an impending relapse compared to chimerism analysis, showing that MRD positivity was an independently significant predictor of the risk of relapse \[[@ref66]\].

Relapse and clonal evolution
----------------------------

At relapse, molecular evaluation of *IG*/*TCR* markers previously used for MRD monitoring might be useful to confirm the persistence of the same clone. However, it has some potential pitfalls, mostly represented by the phenomenon of clonal evolution. The analysis of all molecular markers at first diagnosis and at the time of relapse may reveal a different origin of the predominant clone \[[@ref60]\]. Indeed, the loss of a molecular marker at relapse, or the expansion of a clonal marker expressed at the subclonal level at diagnosis, is a relatively frequent event. Therefore, the MRD assessment should be carried out with several targets \[[@ref60]\]. Finally, it is worth being mindful that the clonal evolution can vary according to the site of relapse (medullary or extramedullary).

MRD and novel agents
--------------------

Novel therapies, such as monoclonal antibodies, bispecific T-cell engagers, or chimeric antigen receptor T-cells (CART), are an exciting advancement in the immunotherapeutic treatment of relapse/refractory B-ALL. These new therapeutic approaches make MRD an almost perfect therapeutic target, considering that MRD+ patients harbor significantly less leukemic cells and, therefore, a more manageable clinical profile than cases in hematologic relapse.

CONCLUSION
==========

MRD is a powerful and independent predictor of outcomes in both children and adult ALL, during treatment, in the pre- and post-SCT settings, with different prognostic meanings based on the clinical context. However, MRD is a context-dependent variable with different prognostic meanings in first-line treatment compared with salvage therapy, Ph-- compared with Ph+-ALL, and for early response assessment against post-remission monitoring. Molecular rearrangements (gene fusion and *IG*/TR gene rearrangements) are widely used as targets to detect residual leukemic cells in ALL patients, although new molecular markers could be used for prognostic and therapeutic purposes to improve the number of evaluable patients. Technically, MFC and qPCR are the most broadly applied consolidated methods for MRD monitoring, although they present intrinsic limitations that must necessarily be overcome. DdPCR, NGS, and NGF, the standardization of which is underway, have shown to be important tools to evaluate MRD in the research setting, and will most likely soon be incorporated in clinical trials due to their ability to overcome the limitation of standard approaches. Therefore, precise MRD cutoff levels, techniques used, and optimal sampling time points must be defined for each treatment protocol before MRD-based treatment stratification can be implemented.
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